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Cross-lingual Expansion



Languages
Chinese

Danish

Dutch

English

French 

German

Italian

Japanese

Korean

Polish

Portuguese

Russian

Spanish

Swedish











WIPOTranslate







Language pairs



WIPO Pearl



WIPO Pearl

WIPO’s online terminology database

17’000 concepts, 160’000 terms

10 languages

Contents validated by WIPO language experts and 

terminologists



Example: bicycle fork





Principle:

Standardize all the different representations of chemical 

structures into Inchikeys

Recognize chemical compounds in patent texts and from 

embedded drawings included in patent texts

Implement search functions for Inchikeys that can be 

used by non chemists

Chemical Compound Search



PATENTSCOPE 
Documents

Enriched PATENTSCOPE
Documents

(…) At the moment the surgical 

procedure starts, benzodiazepin, e.g. 

diazepam, is administered in a dose of 

no more than 5 mg. (…)

(…) At the moment the surgical procedure 

starts, benzodiazepin, e.g. 

@AAOVKJBEBIDNHE-UHFFFAOYSA-N@, 

is administered in a dose of no more than 5 

mg. (…)

AAOVKJBEBIDNH

E-UHFFFAOYSA-N



Example: Panadol®

(1) IUPAC name

N-(4-hydroxyphenyl)acetamide

(2) Skeletal formula

(3) International Non proprietary Name (INN)

Paracetamol

(4) Trademark, generic name, other names

Panadol, Tylenol, Acetaminophen, etc.

InchiKey

RZVAJINKPMORJF-UHFFFAOYSA-N





Draw or edit:

■ Chemical 

structures

■ Reactions

■ Fragments 

similar to 

chemical 

sketches on 

paper



Convert Structure

PCT/US chemically indexed since 1978(PCT) and 1979(US)

Code/clinical/chemical/commercial/CAS/INN names

Exact compounds can be searched – no Markush structures 



Example: Panadol (Paracetamol)











Collections available

PCT published applications

EP collection

ARIPO collection

Eurasian collection

National/regional patent collections





Why should you do a mark search

Does it already exist?

Is it distinctive?

Is anyone infringing my mark?

What are the market trends?



Image similarity: history

Released in 2014

Based on Image features:

Shape

Color

Texture

Very effective: simple geometric shapes



Image similarity: limitation

Semantic similarity



https://www.wipo.int/branddb

https://www.wipo.int/branddb




Different seaches available



Narrowing down the results



Statistical/trend information



Collections

Madrid - trademarks

Lisbon – appellations of origin

6Ter –emblems

WHO INN

EUIPO



https://www.wipo.int/designdb

https://www.wipo.int/designdb


Why should you do a design search

Does it already exist?

Is it distinctive?

Is anyone infringing my design?

What are the market trends?













Different seaches available



Narrowing down the results



Statistical/trend information



Collections

Hague

EUIPO





Sharing Innovation in the Fight Against Neglected Tropical Diseases

Get involved:

As a user

As a provider

As a supporter

Contact email: re_search@wipo.int

…

mailto:re_search@wipo.int








WIPOLex





Finland- competition


